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an interesting possible use of this receiver, given its wide band coverage, is as a receiver for apt weather satellites. you couldn't buy a decent receive-only scanner for this price, and the receivers of the cheaper vhf scanners are unlikely to be this good. as with any vhf transceiver, the if bandwidth is too narrow for optimum reception of apt weather satellites, but i have
received usable images using my ft-817 and the filters in the jingtong jt-208 don't seem to be quite so sharp. i haven't tried feeding the received audio into the computer to see what the results would be like, but i would expect it to be possible to decode it using wxtoimg which is more tolerant of narrow band signals than other apt decoding software. jingtong does not make
this radio, but the company does make the jt-988. this is a clone, so the antenna tuner is too sensitive, and the front-panel controls are too loose. on the other hand, it uses a digital display instead of the old analogue display. if you are used to the baofeng's analogue display, the jt-988 will be a bit confusing at first. theres also no way to program this radio with chirp. the
baofeng is something of a cult radio. people buy them for the looks alone. the jingtong is a clone, and even so, its not an exact copy. it has the same antenna tuner, but the front panel controls are slightly tighter. the digital display is pretty much the same. its a cheap radio, but its a decent little radio. i've never had any radio-related problems with jingtong radios. if you
read the manuals, they are fairly well written and cover all the basics, including basic qso methods. however, the radio lacks the highly useful secondary display shown on the ft-817. there's no security on operation, but that's not a problem for amateurs.
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